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Against the backdrop of today’s often divisive and turbulent environment, the phrase “One 

Humanity, One Soul” makes a striking contrast. It sounds a chord and elicits an image of unity 

and peace that some might initially associate with a utopian dream rather than the underlying real-

ity of the One Humanity which is often less apparent and does not impose itself on consciousness. 

This oneness is epitomised by the Soul, which stands bridging the gulf between the two extremes 

of Spirit and Matter. The One Soul, the Soul in each, sounds in the silence of this space – a quiet 

whisper that speaks of the inclusive and unconditional love at the heart of oneness. 

Of course, this truth of oneness has been presented by religious and spiritual teachings since 

the most ancient of times, but the demands of physical survival as well as the sheer hustle and 

bustle of  modern living have proved to be exceedingly potent distractions and diversions from 

more subtle realities. As has been true in past ages and still is so today, the focus on individual 

differences, material effects and sensory experiences can heavily veil or altogether obscure this 

deeper truth. 

There are some images and events however, that do seem to powerfully and instantly burst 

through any fogs of distraction and jolt an inner recognition of human oneness. Recently there 

has been widespread media coverage focused on the 50th anniversary of one such momentous 

occurrence – the Apollo 11 moon landing in 1969. This event, viewed by millions worldwide, 

also provided one of the most iconic pictures of that time – an image of the Earth rising as seen 

from the moon. This and other similar pictures taken from space have given humanity a visual 

image of its oneness.  

In these photographs of Earth, the One Humanity stands as a presence. Even though no indi-

viduals can be seen, the entirety is there – all humanity and all of Earth’s other kingdoms are 

included without exception. This new perspective presents a view of overwhelming beauty and 

for some, these images from space have come to represent a lasting change in consciousness and 

a vision of a more inclusive, constructive future. The abstract concept of One Humanity finds a 

symbolic representation made visible in this way.  

Another symbolic expression of oneness presents itself in the form of the Triangles network. 

This vibrant etheric mesh, like the one soul, holds all humanity within its sphere of influence. 

Beyond this symbolism, its radiation of light and goodwill distributes the energies essential to 

transform the vision of oneness from an inner truth into an outer expression of that reality. 

ONE HUMANITY, ONE SOUL



UPHOLDING THE VISION

Triangles workers stand as points of light within a network which is formed by their united 

thought and energized by their united intention. Each point, each individual, stands in wilfull 

radiance, a divine portal through which spiritual energy pours. This spiritual energy circulates 

throughout the planetary network, transforming human consciousness, healing divisions, and 

redirecting human activity in line with “the Vision”. This is essentially Divinity’s vision of 

Itself—Itself as creation—Itself as the whole. To this Vision we give the name Purpose, because 

it represents the ultimate goal to which all evolution on our planet proceeds. 

 While workers can all aspire to the spiritual sight by which such exalted revelations are pos-

sible, the majority find that their task is to anchor that which has already been revealed into the 

realm of human living. This mediation requires that spiritual ideas be expressed in the crucible 

of human living and thereby placed before the eyes of all. 

This process of mediation has ever led humanity to greater heights of intellectual and social 

development. Throughout time, there have always been those great servers who, through 

tremendous effort and sacrifice, embodied the vision, upholding it before the eyes of humanity. 

Having borne witness to the revelation, anchored it within their minds, and radiated it in their 

daily lives, they became custodians of the vision and provide a guiding light for those who “still 

toil in darkness”. 

For those who are called to seek this vision, the question naturally arises: how do servers 

bear witness to this vision and become its custodians? Seekers must work on three fronts to pre-

pare themselves to serve in this way. First, the seeker works mentally, sharpening the intellect 

and quieting the mind so that it can steadily become a tool of both divine reception and creative 

expression. Second, the seeker awakens the heart and allows this to condition all creative 

thought, relationships, and activity. Third, the seeker stands quiet at the center—detached, dis-

passionate, decentralized; the will of the soul is evoked, and the seeker becomes the soul-in-

manifestation. Only as the soul, can the vision be seen and upheld. 

Seekers then orient themselves in two directions simultaneously: vertically, via the mind to 

the soul, and horizontally, with the intelligent heart directed outward in creative expression of 

that which the soul sees. It is only here, at the center of this dual orientation, that the seeker 

bears witness to the vision, becomes its custodian, enters into the New Group of World Servers, 

and truly upholds the vision before the eyes of humanity. 

The Triangles network is exemplary of this work. Triangles is one part of the much larger 

Plan which seeks to manifest the Vision of God for humanity and the planet. Today, the trans-

formation of human consciousness brought about by the Triangles network and the entire Group 

of World Servers is giving birth to a culture of goodness, an economy of sharing, and a politics 

of right relations. 



The souls of all are one, and I am one with them. 

I seek to love, not hate; 

I seek to serve and not exact due service; 

I seek to heal, not hurt. 
 

Let pain bring due reward of light and love. 

Let the soul control the outer form, 

And life, and all events, 

And bring to light the Love 

That underlies the happenings of the time. 
 

Let vision come and insight. 

Let the future stand revealed. 

Let inner union demonstrate and outer cleavages be gone. 

Let love prevail. 

Let all people love. 
  

Copies of this mantram are available from Triangles. Both original and adapted  

versions can be viewed at www.lucistrust.org/mantrams/the_mantram_unification

THE MANTRAM OF UNIFICATION 
(adapted)

Triangles Webinar: Broadcast every Monday 

www.lucistrust.org/triangles/webinar

THE PLANETARY NETWORK 

The planetary network of light, love and service is transforming the mental climate of the 
planet, reorienting humanity to spiritual attitudes and values. The groups and activities report-
ed in the Bulletin reflect different aspects of the network. 

The WholeWorld-View Community is 

focused on the search for meaning and 

belonging, celebrating diversity within a uni-

fied whole. Its purpose is to empower con-

scious evolution and it supports the aim to 

transform the global emergency challenge 

into this conscious evolution. 

Based on Dr. Jude Currivan’s book, The 
Cosmic Hologram – the Community’s mes-

sage of unified reality provides practical per-

spectives on global problem solving, shifting 

values and behaviours into harmonious align-

ment with the natural world, as well as uni-

versal and cosmic principles. 

The WholeWorld-View Community’s sci-

entifically based perspective is reconciled 

with spiritual traditions and supernormal phe-

nomena, providing an understanding of what 

it means to be human, the potential for evolu-

tion and the nature of reality itself. 

 www.wholeworld-view.org 



BRIDGING BETWEEN WORLDS

Triangles is a world service activity in which people link 

in thought in groups of three to create a planetary network 

of Triangles of light and goodwill. Using a world prayer, 

the Great Invocation, they invoke light and love as a 

service to humanity. Further information is available on 

request from Triangles. 

The Triangles Bulletin is for people of goodwill and is 

published four times a year in Dutch, English, French, 

German, Greek, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian and 

Spanish. Triangles is an activity of the Lucis Trust, a non-

profit educational charity which exists to promote right 

human relations.

For further information and literature write to Triangles:

Suite 54 

3 Whitehall Court 

London SW1A 2EF 

UK

Rue du Stand 40 

Case Postale 5323 

CH-1211 Geneva 11 

SWITZERLAND

866 United Nations Plaza 

Suite 482 

New York NY 10017 

USA

www.triangles.org

The Triangles work brings spirit and matter 

into a closer relationship through the power of 

lighted thought. There is the material world, the 

world of form, of objects and appearances – the  

world with which most people are familiar. In 

contrast, from the perspective of Eastern philos-

ophy, there are “Events, circumstances, happen-

ings and physical phenomena of every kind 

[which] are simply symbols of what is occurring 

in the inner worlds…” 1. 

Bridging to a higher level of consciousness is 

today an urgent necessity because the concrete 

mind and its rationalising nature are unable to 

find a way through the many complex problems 

that confront us all. The mind must be set free to 

soar to new heights to see the world from a higher 

vantage point. This freedom is developed through 

meditation and use of the creative imagination, 

bringing awareness of a higher consciousness, 

allowing access to the spiritual worlds and the 

“raincloud of knowable things” 2.  Therefore, the 

challenge for thinking humanity is to augment the 

intellect with the intuition, which is a higher 

power than the mind 3. A key result of this bridg-

ing process is that it draws down from the plane 

of the intuition qualities such as compassion and 

inclusiveness.  

Humanity is a bridging kingdom between the 

spiritual realms and the animal, plant and mineral 

kingdoms. According to the Ageless Wisdom 

teachings, humanity’s destiny is to become the 

planetary light bearer bridging to a higher con-

sciousness which can then be brought down to 

earth and applied to daily life. This is both an 

individual task and a group task with the indi-

vidual bridge builder contributing to the collec-

tive bridge being constructed by humanity. 

Triangles workers contribute to this bridging 

work each day as they add their quota of light to 

the planetary network helping to uplift and 

transform human life and consciousness. 

The spiritual significance of this bridging 

work, in the evolutionary process, is summed up 

with beautiful simplicity in the esoteric teachings: 

To develop a station of light, through the 

medium of the fourth kingdom in nature, which 

will serve not only the planet, and not only our 

particular solar system, but the seven systems of 

which ours is one.4  

This futuristic aim may lie beyond our pre-

sent understanding but as the bridge to the high-

er worlds is imagined the amazing destiny that 

awaits humanity as the planetary bridge builder 

will become a reality. 
 

1. Education in the New Age, p. 62 

2. Discipleship in the New Age II p. 160 

3. Glamour: A World Problem, p 81 

4. Esoteric Psychology Vol II, p. 217 


